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a b s t r a c t 

The increasing application of plastics is accompanied by increasing concern over the stability and poten- 

tial risk of nanoplastics. Heteroaggregation with metal-based nanoparticles (e.g., CeO 2 -NPs) is critical to 

the environmental mobility of nanoplastics, as they are likely to be jointly emitted to the aquatic environ- 

ment. Here, time-resolved dynamic light scattering was employed to evaluate the influence of CeO 2 -NPs 

on the aggregation kinetics of differentially surface functionalized polystyrene nanoplastics (PS-NPs) in 

various water types. Natural organic matters and ionic strength were dominating factors influencing the 

heteroaggregation of PS-NPs and CeO 2 -NPs in surface waters. The critical coagulation concentrations of 

PS-NPs were dependent on their surface coatings, which decreased in the presence of CeO 2 -NPs due to 

electrostatic attraction and/or specific adsorption. Incubation of PS-NPs and CeO 2 -NPs under different pH 

confirmed the importance of electrostatic force in the aggregation of PS NPs. A relatively low humic acid 

(HA) concentration promoted the heteroaggregation of NH 2 -coated PS-NPs and CeO 2 -NPs because the in- 

troduction of a HA surface coating decreased the electrostatic hindrance. At high HA concentrations, the 

aggregation was inhibited by steric repulsion. The combined effects of high efficiency of double layer 

compression, bridging and complexation contributed to the high capacity of Ca 2 + in destabilizing the 

particles. These findings demonstrate that the environmental behavior of nanoplastics is influenced by 

the presence of other non-plastic particles and improve our understanding of the interactions between 

PS-NPs and CeO 2 -NPs in complex and realistic aqueous environments. 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

We are living in a plastic age. Plastics are commonly present

n our daily life, ranging from packaging to construction materi-

ls, electronics, aerospace, and automobile ( Hernandez et al., 2017 ;

hang et al., 2017 ). The widespread use of commercial products

ontaining plastics and the poor disposal of plastic waste have

aused a large amount of plastic debris accumulating in the en-

ironment ( Napper and Thompson, 2016 ; Halle et al., 2016 ). Re-

earchers have investigated the distribution of plastics, and found

hat they are widely distributed in oceans, rivers, sediments, and
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: haoqiu@sjtu.edu.cn (H. Qiu). 
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043-1354/© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
oils ( Cózaret al., 2014 ; Blettler et al., 2019 ; Lorenz et al., 2019 ;

e et al., 2020 ). It is worth noting that the larger plastic fragments

resent in the ambient environment can break down into small-

ized particles, namely microplastics ( < 5 μm) and nanoplastics ( <

00 nm) via abiotic (UV radiation, mechanical abrasion, and weath-

ring) and biotic (biodegradation) processes ( Halle et al., 2016 ;

nfrin et al., 2019 ). Especially, nano-sized plastics, possessing small

ize and high specific area to volume ratio, are attracting increas-

ng attention because they are more easily ingested by organisms,

nd may accumulate in food chains, thus finally posing potential

isks to ecosystems and humans ( Wright et al., 2013 ; Cole et al.,

015 ; Dawson et al., 2018 ). 

The number of investigations on the environmental behavior,

ate and toxicity of nanoplastics has increased exponentially, as

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2020.116324
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/watres
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.watres.2020.116324&domain=pdf
mailto:haoqiu@sjtu.edu.cn
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.watres.2020.116324
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nanoplastics have become a significant environmental concern.

Many researchers focused on nanoplastics aggregation due to its

importance in water and wastewater treatment processes, and

subsequently transport, sedimentation, bioavailability and toxicity

( Dong et al., 2019 ; Wu et al., 2019 ; Enfrin et al., 2020a, 2020b ).

Various factors can influence the colloidal stability and aggrega-

tion kinetics of nanoplastics in aqueous environments. For ex-

ample, Cai et al. (2018) reported that significant aggregation of

nanoplastics occurred in the presence of Fe 3 + as compared to Na + 

and Ca 2 + . Singh et al. (2019) showed that higher temperature af-

fected the kinetic energy of nanoplastics, making them unstable in

aquatic media. Recently, Yu et al. (2019) found that natural organic

matter reduced the aggregation of nanoplastics in NaCl solution by

steric hindrance, while the Ca 2 + bridging effect and carboxyl com-

plexion accelerated nanoplastic aggregation. The above-mentioned

studies revealed that the prevailing physical and chemical condi-

tions of the aquatic environment basically drive the homoaggrega-

tion behavior of nanoplastics. Additionally, with the increasing ap-

plication of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs), it is highly likely that

nanoplastics and ENPs could interact with each other, resulting in

the formation of heteroaggregates ( Dong et al., 2019 ). The studies

of Cai et al. (2019) and Singh et al. (2019) confirmed that the pres-

ence of other nanoparticles was responsible for the heteroaggrega-

tion and transport of nanoplastics. Oriekhova and Stoll, (2018) re-

ported that the colloidal stability and particle sizes of nanoplas-

tics were closely related with the mass ratio of nanoplastics/Fe 2 O 3 

NPs under experimental conditions. So far, no specific studies

have been performed to depict the heteroaggregation of nanoplas-

tics and ENPs under realistic environmental conditions. The dom-

inating environmental factors influencing the interaction between

nanoplastics and ENPs thus remain unclear. 

It was indicated that the surface properties of ENPs con-

trolled the interfacial interaction and heteroaggregation of ENPs

(e.g. Ag NPs, graphene oxide), as well as the subsequent toxic-

ity ( Lodeiro et al., 2018 ; Zhao et al., 2018 ). Plastics debris, it may

undergo chemical reaction and form new functional groups af-

ter discharged into the environments, which will further influence

their surface properties and colloidal stability ( Gewert et al., 2015 ;

Yu et al., 2019 ). However, the existing studies regarding interac-

tion between nanoplastics and ENPs mainly concentrated on sin-

gle nanoplastics, and neglected the importance of surface prop-

erties of nanoplastics, which thus cannot allow full understand-

ing of their environmental behavior ( Cai et al., 2019 ; Dong et al.,

2019 ; Yu et al., 2019 ). Furthermore, the interaction force may vary

dependent on the surface properties of the ENPs. For instance,

Wang et al. (2015) reported that humic acid modified the surface

of Ag NPs, and inhibited their heteroaggregation with kaolin due to

steric repulsion. Song et al. (2019) compared colloidal stability of

nano-particulate biochar derived from different feedstock sources,

showing that biochar with more O-containing functional surface

groups tends to complex or coprecipitate with other pollutants. To

understand the heteroaggrergation behavior and exact mechanism

of emerging nanoplastics in a more realistic environment with

other coexisting nanoparticles, further studies are needed which

take the specificity of surface functional groups into account. 

In the present study, the heteroaggregation of polystyrene

nanoplastics (PS NPs) with artificially produced nanoparticle was

investigated in natural waters and in experimental solutions.

Cerium dioxide NPs (CeO 2 NPs), a typical engineered nanoparti-

cle widely applied in industry and commercial products ( Fall et al.,

2007 ; Piccinno et al., 2012 ), was selected as a model manufac-

tured nanoparticle. We hypothesize that there were significant dif-

ferences in heteroaggregation kinetics due to the surface function-

alization of PS NPs and the complex physicochemical properties

of surface waters. To verify this hypothesis, time-resolved dynamic

light scattering was employed to characterize the heteroaggrega-
ion profiles of PS NPs with different surface properties (none,

arboxyl, amine, epoxy and sulfonic) and CeO 2 NPs in a diverse

rray of natural surface waters, including sea water, river water,

ake water, and ground water. The underlying interaction forces be-

ween PS NPs and CeO 2 NPs were revealed by the application of

ourier Transform Infrared spectrometer and X-ray photoelectron

pectroscopy. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Chemicals 

Aqueous suspensions of PS-Bare, PS-COOH, PS-NH 2 , PS-C 2 H 2 O,

nd PS-SO 3 H with a concentration of 10% w/v, were obtained from

hanghai Huge Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). The pri-

ary particle size of PS-SO 3 H was 80 nm, whereas the nominal

ize of the other modified PS particles was 50 nm, according to

he manufacturer. CeO 2 NPs power with nominal particle diame-

er < 25 nm was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (USA). The mor-

hological properties, size distribution, and point of zero charge

PZC) of all nanoparticles were determined with a transmission

lectron microscopy (TEM) (Tecani G 

2 Spirit TWIN, FEI, Nether-

ands) and Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90 (Malvern, Worcestershire,

K), respectively. The details were described in our previous study

 Li et al., 2020 ). Humic acid (HA) was used as the representative

atural organic matter (Sigma Aldrich, USA). HA stock suspensions

ith a concentration of 10.8 mg C/L were prepared following the

ethod described earlier ( Li et al., 2020 ). The stock suspensions

ere stored at 4 °C before use. 

.2. Natural water samples 

Eight natural waters, including sea water (SW), lake water (LW),

iver water (RW), and ground water (GW), were sampled and fil-

ered through a 0.45 μm mixed cellulose ester membrane under

acuum. The ionic composition and total organic carbon (TOC) con-

ent was analyzed by ionic chromatographic analyzer (ICS-50 0 0,

hermo Fisher) and TOC analyzer (TOC-V, Shimadzu, Japan). The

amples were preserved at 4 °C before use. Details on sampling site

nd physicochemical properties of the water samples are given in

he Supplementary Material (Table S1 and S2). 

.2. Aggregation experiments 

The suspensions were prepared just before use and sonicated

or 30 min at 120 W to obtain a homogeneous system before the

atch experiments. The pH of the suspensions was adjusted to 5.0

0.1 with either 0.1 M HCl or 0.1 M NaOH solution, unless specif-

cally pointed out. The final concentration of PS NPs and CeO 2 NPs

as 10 mg/L, and 20 mg/L for achieving convenient aggregation

ates, respectively. 

The aggregation experiments were performed using time-

esolved dynamic light scattering (TR-DLS, Malvern Zetasizer Nano

S90, Malvern, Worcestershire, UK) with 173 ° scattering angle un-

er different water chemistry. The hydrodynamic diameter (D h )

as recorded every 30 s continuously for 30 min, with no delay

etween measurements. The heteroaggregation kinetics of PS NPs

ith CeO 2 NPs in natural waters or experimental solutions were

nitiated by adding an aliquot of the PS NPs and CeO 2 NPs sus-

ension into SW, LW, RW, GW, and electrolyte solution (NaCl and

aCl 2 ) with or without HA. The assessment of the homoaggrega-

ion kinetics of PS NPs and CeO 2 NPs induced by NaCl and CaCl 2 
ollowed a similar procedure. 

The aggregation rate constant (k) was obtained from the slope

f the aggregation profile. The slope can be calculated by linear
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egression of the D h exceeding 1.5 times its initial value (D 0 ),

hich is proportional to (dD h (t)/dt) Chen and Elimelech, 2006 : 

k ∝ 

1 
N 0 

( 
d D h (t) 

d(t) 
)t → 0 (1) 

Here N 0 is the initial particle concentration (mg/L), and D h (t) is

he average hydrodynamic diameter (nm) at time t. 

The attachment efficiency ( α) was used to reflect the aggrega-

ion kinetics. The α is calculated by normalizing the ratio of the

ggregation rate in the reaction-limited regime (k) to that in the

iffusion-limited regime (k fast ) in a certain solution as follows: 

= 

k 

k fast 

= 

1 
N 0 

(
d D h ( t ) 

d ( t ) 

)
t → 0 

1 
( N 0 ) fast 

(
d D h ( t ) 

d ( t ) 

)
t → 0 , fast 

(2) 

.3. Cryonic transmission electron microscopy 

The conventional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) tech-

ique with sample drying cannot reproduce the correct aggre-

ates structure and size, and will inevitably result in agglomera-

ion. Hence, the cryonic TEM (cryo-TEM, Talos F200C G 

2 , FEI, USA),

hich is optimal for observing the in-situ morphology of colloids

n solutions, was employed in the present study to visualized the

orphology of heteroaggregates of PS NPs with CeO 2 NPs in SW-X

nd LW-S. In detail: 3 μL of the selected samples was deposited

n a carbon-coated copper grid that had been ionized in a Femto

lasma cleaner (Diener Electronic, Germany) for 60 s. The grid was

hen blotted by filter paper, placed on a vitrification robot (Vit-

obot, FEI Vitrobot Mark IV), and ultrafast-frozen in liquid ethane

o achieve a thin layer of vitreous ice. The vitrified specimens were

ept in liquid nitrogen until they were inserted into a cryo-TEM-

older Gatan 626 (Gatan Inc., USA) for analysis. 

.4. Spectral analysis 

To obtain heteroaggregates of PS NPs with CeO 2 NPs, heteroag-

regation suspensions were prepared by mixing CeO 2 NPs and PS

Ps in NaCl, CaCl 2 , or HA solution at pH = 5. After heteroaggre-

ation for 30 min, the mixture was freeze-dried for spectral anal-

sis. Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometer (FTIR, Nicolet, Madi-

on, WI, USA) was used to investigate the changes of functional

roups and surface structures before and after heteroaggregation

t the spectral range of 40 0 0 ~ 40 0 cm 

−1 . The surface elemen-

al composition was identified by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

XPS, AXIS UltraDLD, Shimadzu, Japan), with a magnesium K α X-

ay source (1253.5 eV). Survey spectra were recorded from 1200 ~

 eV for each sample in a vacuum of 10 −8 Pa. All peaks were cal-

brated using C1s peak at 284.8 eV. The data was processed using

he CacaXPS software. 

.5. Derjaguin-landau-verwey-overbeek calculations 

To revel the underlying interaction mechanisms between PS NPs

nd CeO 2 NPs, the net energy barrier between PS NPs and CeO 2 

Ps under different electrolytes and different IS was calculated

ased on the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory.

etailed calculations are presented in the Supplementary informa-

ion (Text S1). 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Characterization 

The particle size, morphology, and hydrodynamic diameter of

S NPs and CeO 2 NPs were determined using TEM and DLS mea-

urements (Fig. S1 and Table S3). As evident from the results of

EM, the five PS NPs displayed spherical morphology with an aver-

ge diameter of ~50 nm for PS-Bare, PS-COOH, and PS-C H O, and
2 2 
80 nm for PS-NH 2 and PS-SO 3 H. The hydrodynamic diameter of

S-Bare, PS-COOH, and PS-C 2 H 2 O was basically equal to its diam-

ter, meaning these PS NPs were fairly stable. In contrast, the hy-

rodynamic diameter of PS-NH 2 and PS-SO 3 H was larger than the

alue of the diameter obtained by TEM. This size difference can be

ttributed to the polymer layer and the hydration shell adsorbed

n PS NPs surfaces ( Yu et al., 2019 ; Wang et al., 2020 ). The CeO 2 

Ps were either cubic or pyramidal of shape with a mean diame-

er of 25 nm. The much larger hydrodynamic diameter of CeO 2 NPs

an be ascribed to the formation of homo-aggregates in suspension

 Tiwari et al., 2020 ). 

In Fig. S2, the zeta potential of the particles is displayed as a

unction of pH. The surface charge of PS-Bare, PS-COOH, PS-C 2 H 2 O,

nd PS-SO 3 H remained negative over a wide range of pH levels,

ndicating that the point of zero charge (pH PZC ) was beyond the

H range investigated. Since pH in the aquatic environment typi-

ally ranges from 5.0 to 9.0, these four PS NPs would be stable for

 long period in the aqueous environment, posing a serious envi-

onmental concern ( Li et al., 2018 ). The zeta potential of PS-NH 2 

ecreased from 41.2 to - 2.5 mV as the pH increased from 3.0 to

0, with pH PZC = 7.5. In this present study, the homo-, and hetero-

ggregation kinetics were assessed at pH 5.0 where the absolute

eta potentials of the NPs exceed a value of 30 mV, which was fa-

orable for assessing their aggregation kinetics. 

.2. Heteroaggregation kinetics of PS NPs with CeO 2 NPs in surface 

aters 

Natural environments are highly heterogeneous systems where

eO 2 NPs and PS NPs are likely to coexist. Here, the heteroaggre-

ation kinetics of PS NPs and CeO 2 NPs in natural aquatic matrices

ere first explored. For four negatively charged PS NPs, noticeable

ggregation was observed in SW-X, while negligible aggregation

as found in RW, LW, and GW ( Fig. 1 ). This difference can be ex-

lained by the significant difference in the physicochemical proper-

ies of the surface water samples (Table S2). As SW-X had the high-

st ionic strength (IS), particles can form aggregates rapidly due to

lectrostatic screening. However, the aggregation was inhibited in

W, LW, and GW because of steric hindrance induced by natural

rganic matter (NOM). In term of chemical compositions, dissolved

rganic carbon (DOC) content of SW-S and SW-X was similar, but

W-S possessed a lower IS, which thus cannot overcome the steric

epulsion arising from the NOM corona on the surface of the par-

icles. This result implies that particles may suspend in sea wa-

er with high NOM content. Cryo-TEM samples were obtained on

 controlled environment vitrification system, which can in-situ vi-

ualized the heteroaggregates morphology of PS NPs and CeO 2 NPs

n SW-X and LW-H ( Fig. 2 ). In SW-X, the CeO 2 NPs clusters clearly

ecame larger and were bound with PS-Bare aggregates, forming

arger and more compact heteroaggregates ( Figs. 2 a and b). Simi-

arly, CeO 2 NPs clusters attached on the surfaces of PS-Bare in LW-

, but the heteroaggregates were visibly smaller and in a sparse

tate of aggregation ( Figs. 2 c and d). These results confirmed the

ormation of heteroaggregates, which was consistent with the DLS

esults. 

As shown in Figs. 1 c and f, the positively charged PS-NH 2 and

eO 2 NPs tended to aggregate in SW-X, SW-S, and LW-S, with av-

rage hydrodynamic diameters exceeding 800 nm after heteroag-

regation for 30 min. The combined effect of high NOM content

nd high IS in sea water samples resulted in reversion of the sur-

ace potential and destabilization of PS-NH 2 and CeO 2 NPs. Due

o the low IS, negligible aggregation was observed in RW-N, RW-

, LW-H, and GW-H. Compared to the negatively charged PS NPs,

H 2 modified PS NPs showed fast aggregation in GW-S. This can

e attributed to the high anion concentrations in GW-S (213 mg/L

l −, 423 mg/L SO 

2 −), which favored adsorption on the positively
4 
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Fig. 1. Heteroaggregation kinetics of polystyrene nanoplastics (PS NPs) with ceria nanoparticles (CeO 2 NPs) in different types of water (a-e), and average hydrodynamic 

diameter of particles after heteroaggregation for 30 min. 
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charged PS-NH 2 and CeO 2 NPs, and destabilized the particles due

to electrostatic screening. Based on this, we hypothesized that the

interaction between PS NPs and CeO 2 NPs was related to the sur-

face properties of PS NPs, as well as the composition of the receiv-

ing environment, especially with regard to IS and to NOM concen-

tration. Hence, we further examined the individual contributions of

pH, IS, and NOM concentration on the aggregation of the PS NPs as

influenced by CeO 2 NPs in experimental conditions. 

3.3. Homoaggregation 

The TR-DLS has been widely applied in determining het-

eroaggregation kinetics and colloidal stability of a wide range of

nanoparticles ( Wang et al., 2015 ; Li et al., 2020 ). However, when
wo different particles are mixed in a solution, the obtained data

ith regard to the averaged diameter are system specific, and

hus cannot quantify the aggregation rate of different particles,

espectively. To better understand the influence of CeO 2 NPs on

he aggregation and stability of PS NPs, homoaggregation attach-

ent efficiencies ( α) of five studied PS NPs and CeO 2 NPs were

alculated based on their homoaggregation kinetics. The homoag-

regation profile and attachment efficiency ( α) of particles as a

unction of electrolyte concentration (NaCl and CaCl 2 ) are plot-

ed in Fig. S3 and Fig. 3 . The critical coagulation concentration

CCC), the minimum electrolyte concentration at which nanoparti-

les undergo favorable aggregation, is presented in Table 1 . Gen-

rally, the aggregation behavior of CeO 2 NPs, PS-Bare, PS-COOH,

S-C H O, and PS-SO H in the two electrolyte solutions was
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Fig. 2. Cryo-TEM images of polystyrene (PS) Bare nanoplastics and ceria nanoparrticles (CeO 2 NPs) in seawater (SW-X, a and b), and lake water (LW-H, c and d). 

Table 1 

The critical coagulation concentration (CCC) values of polystyrene nanoplastics (PS 

NPs) with different surface modifications in the presence and absence of ceria 

nanoparticles (CeO 2 NPs) at pH 5.0. 

CeO 2 NPs PS-Bare PS-COOH PS-NH 2 PS-C 2 H 2 O PS-SO 3 H 

NaCl 15.0 264 191 - 83.5 264 

CaCl 2 10.0 29.1 16.0 - 10.1 29.0 

Binary system (CeO 2 NPs + ) 

PS-Bare PS-COOH PS-NH 2 PS-C 2 H 2 O PS-SO 3 H 

NaCl 167 60.2 182 78.0 46.6 

CaCl 2 20.4 7.50 27.0 10.8 1.70 

c  

t  
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C  
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r  

2  
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a  
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c  

t  

i  

e  

s  
onsistent with the DLVO theory, suggesting that electrostatic in-

eractions were the dominant stabilization mechanism ( Yu et al.,

019 ; Fernando et al., 2020 ). The distinct reaction-limited regime

RLR) and the diffusion-limited regime (DLR) are illustrated in

ig. 3 a and b. As the electrolyte concentration was lower than the

CC (in RLR), the D h progressively increased with increasing elec-

rolyte concentration because of charge screening or charge neu-

ralization, as revealed by the increase of α ( Fernando et al., 2020 ).

s the electrolyte concentration exceeded the CCC (in DLR), the

urface charge of particles was completely screened and the energy

arrier between particles was eliminated, resulting in the aggrega-

ion rate reaching the maximum ( α = 1). Similar trends were also

egularly observed for other ENPs ( Yi et al., 2015 ; Fernando et al.,
020 ; Wang et al., 2019 a). The CCCs for PS-Bare, PS-COOH, PS-

 2 H 2 O, and PS-SO 3 H were 264, 191, 83.5, and 264 mM in NaCl,

nd 29.1, 16.0, 10.1, and 29.0 mM in CaCl 2 , respectively. The ob-

erved CCCs of PS NPs were higher than for other ENPs, e.g. TiO 2 

Ps (50 mM, NaCl) ( Wang et al., 2015 ), CuO NPs (54.5 mM, NaCl)

Miao et al., 2016), and Ag NPs (12 mM, NaCl) ( Fernando et al.,

020 ). This implies that the released PS NPs can well disperse in

he surface water, and impair the organisms living in the water

olumn due to chronic exposure ( Zhang et al., 2019 ). The CCC Ca of

hese four PS NPs was significantly lower than the CCC Na , confirm-

ng that divalent electrolytes destabilized PS NPs suspensions more

ffectively than a monovalent electrolyte mainly because of their

tronger charge neutralization ability ( Singh et al., 2019 ), which
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Fig. 3. Attachment efficiency of ceria nanoparticles (CeO 2 NPs) and polystyrene nanoplastics (PS NPs) with different surface modifications (a and b) as a function of NaCl 

and CaCl 2 concentrations at pH 5.0. Aggregation kinetics of PS-NH 2 at various NaCl (c) and CaCl 2 (d) concentrations at pH 5.0. 
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was also reported for other ENPs ( Yi et al., 2015 ; Miao et al., 2016 ).

The CCC ratio of CaCl 2 and NaCl was 2 −3.18 for PS-Bare, 2 −3.64 for

PS-COOH, 2 −3.05 for PS-C 2 H 2 O, and 2 −3.18 for PS-SO 3 H, which was

in accordance with the Schulze −Hardy rule (the CCC ratio of CaCl 2 
and NaCl should be in the range of z −6 to z −2 , where z is the va-

lence of Ca 2 + ) ( Chen and Huang, 2017 ). 

Comparison of the CCCs of PS NPs with different functional

groups revealed an obvious difference in their colloidal stabil-

ity, which followed the sequence PS-C 2 H 2 O < PS-COOH < PS-

SO 3 H = PS-Bare � PS-NH 2 at pH = 5 ( Fig. 3 and Table 1 ). The

lower salt tolerance of PS-C 2 H 2 O and PS-COOH seems related to

the combined effects of double layer compression and cation com-

plexation ( Song et al., 2019 ). For positively charged PS-NH 2 , the

presence of electrolytes, even 10 0 0 mM NaCl or 100 mM CaCl 2 ,

had no or just a minor effect on its hydrodynamic size, suggest-

ing that other non-DLVO interactions are involved in the stabiliz-

ing role ( Fig. 3 c and 3 d). PS-NH 2 would remain stable in seawater

or in electrolyte solutions, as already reported in previous stud-

ies ( Dong et al., 2019 ; Yu et al., 2019 ). The high stability of PS-

NH 2 may be derived from the branched polymer PEI chain layer on

the surface of the PS NPs, which provides steric repulsion to over-

come the electrostatic attraction ( Yu et al., 2019 ; Ying et al., 2019 ).

Overall, the difference in CCC values shows that surface functional

groups have significant influences on the colloidal stability of PS

NPs ( Gewert et al., 2015 ; Yu et al., 2019 ). 

3.4. Role of ionic strength and cation type 

To explain the effects of positively charged CeO 2 NPs on the

aggregation behavior of modified PS NPs, batch experiments of

five PS NPs with different surface functional groups (PS-Bare,
S-COOH, PS-C 2 H 2 O, PS-NH 2 , and PS-SO 3 H) in the presence of

eO 2 NPs were performed in NaCl and CaCl 2 solutions at pH 5.

s the concentration of electrolytes increased, the absolute values

f the zeta potential progressively decreased, subsequently induc-

ng an increase of the hydrodynamic diameter and the attachment

fficiency (Fig. S4 and Fig. 4 ). Based on the comparison of the CCCs

f PS NPs in the absence and presence of CeO 2 NPs, it clearly

howed that the addition of CeO 2 NPs in both electrolyte solu-

ions resulted in lower CCC values of the three negatively charged

S NPs (PS-Bare, PS-COOH, and PS-SO 3 H), demonstrating the pres-

nce of metal-based nanoparticles aggravated the aggregation and

edimentation of PS NPs ( Fig. 4 , and Table 1 ). At pH 5, CeO 2 NPs,

S-Bare, PS-COOH, and PS-SO 3 H were oppositely charged and well

ispersed in the suspensions. When the anisotropic surface charges

f the particles came together, the negatively charged PS NPs at-

ached to positively charged CeO 2 NPs through electrostatic at-

raction ( Yi et al., 2015 ; Li et al., 2020 ). This can be confirmed

y the measured zeta potentials and calculated net energy bar-

ier of the CeO 2 NPs – PS NPs heteroaggregates ( Figs. 4 c and d,

nd Fig. S5). However, although the hetero-system of PS-C 2 H 2 O

nd CeO 2 NPs followed the DLVO theory (Fig. S5g and S5h), neg-

igible differences in the CCCs of PS-C 2 H 2 O were observed in the

resence and absence of CeO 2 NPs ( Table 1 ). This unexpected re-

ult can be caused by the epoxy group being capable of offer-

ng sorption sites for cations ( Song et al., 2019 ). Hence, homoag-

regates of PS-C 2 H 2 O were formed quickly even in the presence

f CeO 2 NPs. Interestingly, the stability of positively charged PS-

H 2 in the copresence of CeO 2 NPs in NaCl and CaCl 2 suspensions

as obviously different from that of single PS-NH 2 as shown in

igs. 3 c and d, 4 a and b. In salt solutions, the addition of CeO NPs
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Fig. 4. Attachment efficiency (a and b) and corresponding zeta potential (c and d) of polystyrene nanoplastics (PS NPs) in the presence of ceria nanoparticles (CeO 2 NPs) 

and as a function of NaCl and CaCl 2 concentrations at pH 5.0. 
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nduced significant aggregation of PS-NH 2 (e.g. CCC Na = 181.6 mM,

CC Ca = 27 mM), while single PS-NH 2 remained stable even in

0 0 0 mM NaCl and 100 mM CaCl 2 ( Fig. 4 and Table 1 ). Accord-

ng to DLVO theory, electrostatic repulsion dominates the behav-

or of two isotropic charged particles, e.g. carbon nanocapsules –

ontmorillonite ( Lan and Cheng, 2012 ), graphene oxide – goethite

 Zhao et al., 2015 ), and biochar NPs – kaolin ( Liu et al., 2018 ).

he contradictory result obtained in this study indicates that other

on-electrostatic interactions played an important role in the ad-

orption of PS-NH 2 to CeO 2 NPs, as discussed below. 

Generally, classical DLVO theory is widely applied to elaborate

he interactions between particles ( Wang et al., 2015 ; Li et al.,

020 ). However, other non-DLVO interactions, e.g. hydrogen force,

hemical bonding, π- π interaction or steric repulsion, also par-

icipate in the attachment process of carbon materials ( Lu et al.,

018 ; Song et al., 2019 ; Tan et al., 2019 ). The surface composition

f PS NPs heteroaggrergated with CeO 2 NPs under simulated nat-

ral environmental was determined to understand the underlying

nteraction mechanisms. As shown in Fig. S6a, XPS C1s spectra of

S-Bare displayed that the peak at 291.33 eV decreased slightly

fter heteroaggregation with CeO 2 NPs, meaning that π- π inter-

ction force contributed to the heteroaggregation of PS NPs and

eO 2 NPs ( Fig. 5 a) ( Lu et al., 2018 ). To further identify the role

f surface functional groups, the chemical functional groups of PS

Ps, before and after interaction with CeO 2 NPs and electrolytes

ere analyzed by FTIR ( Figs. 5 b–f). The peak at 756 cm 

−1 is as-

igned to an aromatic group, which can bind strongly with cations

ecause of the presence of π-electrons ( Harvey et al., 2011 ). The

ecrease of intensity of the peak of the aromatic group after het-

roaggregation suggests the involvement of the aromatic group

n the heteroaggregation of CeO 2 NPs and PS NPs. The bands
 N  
t 1601, and 3419~3434 cm 

−1 correspond to C = C and -OH, re-

pectively ( Wang et al., 2019 a). They increased in intensity after

eteroaggregation. This is in agreement with the observations of

u et al. (2018) , indicating the presence of hydrated cations ad-

orbed on the surface of PS NPs. Compared to PS-Bare, the new

ands of 1324 cm 

−1 in PS-COOH ( Liu et al., 2013 ), 698 cm 

−1 and

450 cm 

−1 in PS-NH 2 ( Feng et al., 2019 ), 908 and 1181 cm 

−1 in

S-C 2 H 2 O ( Ho et al., 2017 ; Yang et al., 2019 a), and 620 cm 

−1 in PS-

O 3 H ( Bosque et al., 2014 ), are the evidence of functional groups

rafting on the surface of PS NPs. After heteroaggregation for 30

in, the intensity of these peaks decreased, confirming that func-

ional groups contributed to CeO 2 NPs and electrolytes adsorption

o PS NPs. Hence, PS-COOH, PS-C 2 H 2 O, and PS-SO 3 H, were more

rone to attachment to CeO 2 NPs in the presence of electrolytes,

s compared to PS-Bare. These results also indicated us that plas-

ics debris may increasingly tend to heteroaggregate with ENPs as

lastics are ageing, which thus increases exposure risk to benthic

rganisms. 

.5. Role of solution pH 

The pH-dependent charge changes are commonly reported for

NPs and correlated with their colloidal stability and aggregation

ehavior ( Wang et al., 2019 b). Exposing CeO 2 NPs and PS-NPs to

arious pH levels (pH = 5, 7, and 9), caused significant differences

n diameter increase and colloidal stability, as shown in Fig. S7 and

ig. 6 . The attachment efficiencies of PS NPs in the presence of

eO 2 NPs displayed similar trends under two electrolytes. At pH 5,

ast aggregation was observed, and the corresponding α was fixed

t 1. Upon pH increase, the α obtained from negatively charged PS

Ps decreased significantly, indicating that high pH inhibited the
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Fig. 5. FTIR spectra of polystyrene nanoplastics (PS NPs) in the co-presence of ceria nanoparticles (CeO 2 NPs) and NaCl, or CaCl 2 solution, respectively (a-e). 
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heteroaggregation between negatively charged PS NPs and CeO 2 

NPs. Wang et al. (2019b) also observed that the heteroaggregates

of n-ZVI and clay mineral particles were smaller at pH 9.5 than

at pH 6.5. The particles possessed a more negative surface charge

as pH increased to 9, which further increased electrostatic repul-

sion and the energy barrier among particles, and in turn stabi-

lized the particles ( Mao et al., 2020 ). In contrast, an increased pH

led to a higher value of α for positively charged PS-NH 2 (except

for NaCl at pH 9). At pH = 7, being the pH at which the surface

charges of PS-NH 2 and CeO 2 NPs were close to zero with mini-

mal electrostatic repulsion between the particles, fast heteroaggre-

gation occurred (Fig. S2a and 2d). A similar phenomenon also has

been reported by Yi et al. (2015) , who found that heteroaggrega-

tion of nanoparticles of pyrolyzed biomass and CeO 2 NPs occurred

at pH 7.1. They concluded that this heteroaggregation was induced

by a core −shell stabilization mechanism. Hence, we speculates that

c  
ore −shell stabilization may have contributed to the heteroaggre-

ation of PS-NH 2 and CeO 2 NPs: PS-NH 2 can bind to and form a

ositively charged shell on the neutral surface of the nascent CeO 2 

Ps core. As pH further increased from 7 to 9, the aggregation rate

as reduced due to the increase in electrostatic repulsion, as con-

rmed by the corresponding zeta potential of the PS-NH 2 and CeO 2 

Ps (Fig. S2a and 2d). 

.6. Role of humic acid 

Humic acid is widely distributed in the natural aquatic envi-

onment and plays a critical role in driving the stability, dissolu-

ion, and transport of ENPs ( Philippe et al., 2014 ; Li et al., 2020 ). In

his study, the role of HA was clearly corroborated by the behavior

f α as a function of the concentrations of HA at fixed electrolyte

oncentrations (Fig. S8 and Fig. 7 ). Overall, the effects of HA con-

entrations varied depending on the PS NPs functional groups and
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Fig. 6. Effect of pH on the fast aggregation of polystyrene nanoplastics (PS NPs) with different surface modifications with ceria nanoparticles (CeO 2 NPs) in NaCl and CaCl 2 
solutions. The attachment efficiency was calculated by normalizing the aggregation rate at the critical coagulation concentration (CCC). 
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c  
he cation type. For NaCl, a value of α > 1 was observed for three

S NPs (PS-Bare, PS-COOH, and PS-NH 2 ) in the presence of 0.1 mg

/L HA. This can be attributed to charge neutralization ( Wu et al.,

019 ), as confirmed by the decrease of the zeta potential (Figs. S7a,

b and 7c). However, addition of 0.1 mg C/L HA enhanced the sta-

ility of PS-C 2 H 2 O and PS-SO 3 H. This opposite result observed for

he five PS NPs again indicates that their surface properties should

e taken into consideration when assessing their colloidal stabil-

ty. As the HA concentration further increased from 0.1 to 10 mg

/L, the value of α for the five PS NPs decreased gradually, accom-

anied with a decrease of the corresponding zeta potential ( Fig. 5

nd Fig. S9). This reduction can be interpreted by electrostatic and

teric effects resulting from the adsorption of HA onto the sur-

ace of PS NPs and CeO 2 NPs, as reported for gold nanoparticles

 Liu et al., 2013 ), black phosphorus ( Tan et al., 2019 ), and biochar

olloids ( Yang et al., 2019 b). The analysis of O1s spectra of PS-

are displayed that the binding energy in the position of 532.15 eV

C = O) and 533.24 eV (C-O) decreased, further confirming HA was
dsorbed on the surface of heteroaggregates (Fig. S6) ( Wang et al.,

020 ). Unlike in NaCl solutions, significant heteroaggregation was

bserved in CaCl 2 solutions at any HA concentration studied. This

uggests that divalent cations possess a higher efficiency in desta-

ilizing NPs than monovalent cations ( Yu et al., 2019 ; Li et al.,

020 ). When the concentration of HA was lower than 5 mg C/L,

ggregation of both PS-Bare and PS-NH 2 was promoted by HA due

o the cation bridging effect and double layer compression ( Fig. 7 )

 Singh et al., 2019 ). In contrast, the stability of PS-COOH, PS-C 2 H 2 O

nd PS-SO 3 H was increased. At low HA concentration ( < 5 mg C/L),

arge amounts of HA molecules were adsorbed on the surface of

he three particles, and a limited number of HA molecules can bind

ith Ca 2 + to form larger clusters ( Yu et al., 2019 ). Furthermore, the

ddition of 10 mg C/L HA effectively reduced the aggregation of the

ve PS NPs studied. This stabilizing effect may arise from steric re-

ulsion because of the adsorption of HA onto the surface of the

articles ( Liu et al., 2013 ; Li et al., 2020 ). Compared to negatively

harged PS NPs, the presence of 10 mg C/L HA had a limited effect
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Fig. 7. Effect of HA concentration on the fast aggregation of polystyrene nanoplastics (PS NPs) with different surface modifications with ceria nanoparticles (CeO 2 NPs) in 

NaCl and CaCl 2 solutions at pH 5.0. The attachment efficiency was calculated by normalizing the aggregation rate at the critical coagulation concentration (CCC). 
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on the heteroaggregation of PS-NH 2 and CeO 2 NPs ( Fig. 7 and Fig.

S8). This can be explained by the fact that the steric repulsion is

weaker than the Ca 2 + bridging effect ( Yang et al., 2019 b). 

4. Conclusions 

Interactions between PS NPs and non-plastic CeO 2 NPs may oc-

cur because CeO 2 NPs particles are prevalently present in aquatic

environments. This study is the first to investigate the aggrega-

tion behavior of PS NPs with different surface modification, as in-

fluenced by CeO 2 NPs as well as environmental factors (pH, ionic

strength, cation type and humic acid). Results revealed that CeO 2 

NPs could form heteroaggregates with both negatively and posi-

tively charged PS NPs in high ionic compositions (e.g. SW-X) due to

charge screening. In GW-S, limited aggregation was found for the

four negatively charged PS NPs, but obvious aggregation happened

in PS-NH 2 – CeO 2 NPs suspensions. These different processes can

mainly be ascribed to the surface charge of the particles and the
igh content of anions in GW-S. The presence of CeO 2 NPs effec-

ively destabilized four PS NPs, including PS-Bare, PS-COOH, PS-

H 2 , and PS-SO 3 H, in both NaCl and CaCl 2 solutions because of

lectrostatic neutralization and adsorption of functional groups. It

s concluded that a neutral environment facilitates the heteroag-

regation of PS-NH 2 and CeO 2 NPs, whilst enhancing the stabil-

ty of negatively charged PS NPs and CeO 2 NPs. The heteroaggre-

ation kinetics of PS NPs and CeO 2 NPs was also influenced by

he surface functional groups of PS NPs, HA concentrations, and

he interaction of functional groups, HA and cations. These results

ighlight the importance of surface coating of PS NPs in under-

tanding the aggregation, transport, and the eventual fate of PS

Ps, and provide profound insight into their actual environmental

ehavior. 
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